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1

Introduction

The European Commission repeatedly points to the need for the second electricity and gas
Directives to be implemented, not just in their letter but also in their spirit. In early 2006 the
Commission signalled that if real progress did not develop and a true level planning field result,
further measures such as full structural unbundling (i.e. separation of the supply and retail
businesses from monopoly infrastructure) should be considered.
As stated in the findings of the European Commission’s energy Sector Inquiry (10 January
2007), “it is essential to resolve the systemic conflict of interest inherent in the vertical
integration of supply and network activities, which has resulted in a lack of investment and
discrimination” and in their Strategic Energy Review (10 January 2007) the European
Commission made a clear preference for ownership unbundling.
Unbundling, or the separation of network business (an essential facility) from the activities of
production, supply and gas storage (which compete on the market) is a pre-requisite for
effective competition and is therefore a key component of the liberalisation process. ERGEG
regards the neutrality of network operators as one of the key issues for functioning wholesale
and retail markets in gas and electricity.
The European Energy Regulators position on unbundling1 and their reasoning is clear in the
CEER comments on the European Commission’s Energy Green Paper (C06-SEM-18-03), July
2006 and in the ERGEG response to the European Commission’s Communication “An Energy
Policy for Europe” (C06-BM-09-05), February 20072. In principle, regulators consider ownership
unbundling to be the preferred method. Of course, new legislation requires some time to come
into force. The interim period is crucial until the comprehensive legal and regulatory framework with
regard to unbundling arrangements is properly implemented. In the meantime the European
energy regulators have prepared Guidelines for Good Practice in the context of the current legal
framework which would assist the full implementation of the current legislation.
The present draft Guidelines on “Functional and Informational Unbundling” are what regulators
consider is an appropriate way to realise functional unbundling under the present legal
framework. As a subsequent step ERGEG advocates to integrate the unbundling requirements
laid down in these Guidelines into quality standards and/or Corporate Governance Codices as
proposed in Chapter 7. The Guidelines are drafted in a general way for both vertically integrated
companies and network companies subject to functional and informational unbundling
requirements.
The 2005 benchmarking report of the European Commission concluded that insufficient
unbundling is one of the key factors responsible for limited retail competition in many markets.
Likewise, the development of wholesale markets is impeded by relationships between TSOs
1

www.ceer-eu.org/portal/page/portal/CEER_HOME/CEER_PUBLICATIONS/CEER_DOCUMENTS.

2

http://www.ergeg.org/portal/page/portal/ERGEG_HOME/ERGEG_DOCS/ERGEG_DOCUMENTS_NEW/Energy%
20documents
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and affiliated producers being too close or in the gas sector storage providers, producers or
importers. The European Commission asked regulators to focus in particular on the issue of
unbundling in their 2006 national reports. In ERGEG’s assessment of the regulators’ 2006
national reports, it found that insufficient unbundling as the most persistent impediment to
competition in electricity and gas. ERGEG recommended a Regulation to define in detail
minimum criteria for management and information unbundling, as well as monitoring and
enforcement of unbundling including competencies for regulators to monitor cross border
ownership links.
The CEER had already regarded unbundling as an area for priority action in their 2006 work
programme. CEER work on the unbundling of accounts resulted in the development of ERGEG
Guidelines for Good Practice on Regulatory Accounts unbundling (Ref: E05-CUB-11-02),
following an ERGEG public consultation in 20063. The current set of draft ERGEG Guidelines
which are submitted for public consultation specifically deal with functional and informational
unbundling, as required under the existing legislation.
The basis of the present Guidelines are the relevant provisions of the Electricity and Gas
directives, which set out the minimum requirements of legal and functional unbundling of
network operators, and the two interpretation notes of the European Commission on the
unbundling regime4 and on the role of regulators5 respectively. The unbundling interpretation
note highlights that the purpose of the unbundling provisions in the electricity and gas directives
is to ensure non-discriminatory access to the network and to avoid conflicts of interest.
These Guidelines seek to establish Guidelines for Good Practice (GGP) on informational and
functional unbundling by setting out a more detailed picture and giving precise guidance on how
companies should comply with the unbundling requirements and how regulators shall monitor
their compliance under the existing legal framework.

The importance of sufficient and effective unbundling
The risks and negative effects of insufficient unbundling of network and commercial activities,
which are numerous and can seriously hamper competition and liberalisation, show that
effective unbundling is a necessity and of crucial importance.

3

4

5

Following a public consultation in 2006, ERGEG approved Guidelines of Good Practice on Regulatory Accounts
Unbundling. View the ERGEG website for the Guidelines themselves and the Evaluation of the Comments
received to the public consultation on accounts unbundling.
http://www.ergeg.org/portal/page/portal/ERGEG_HOME/ERGEG_PC/ARCHIVE1/GGP_ON_ACCOUNTS_UNBUN
DLING
Note of DG Energy & Transport on Directives 2003/54/EC and 2003/55/EC on the internal market in electricity and
natural gas, The unbundling regime, January 16, 2004.
Note of DG Energy & Transport on Directives 2003/54/EC and 2003/55/EC on the internal market in electricity and
natural gas, The role of the regulatory authorities, January 14, 2004.
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Vertical integration of different economic activities leads to (commercial) incentives for the
network operators involved to give preferential treatment to their own upstream or downstream
commercial branches in comparison to third parties. A vertically integrated company may have
an economic interest in using its monopoly position as network operator to prevent or hinder
competition in other areas of the value chain6. This can happen in many ways and distorts a
level playing field. It also contributes to market foreclosure and gives rise to market entry
barriers which hamper competition. Hence, incomplete unbundling lays the ground for
discriminatory behaviour by vertically integrated network operators in favour of related
companies and to the detriment of third parties. Consequently, insufficient unbundling can
impede liberalisation and reduce its benefits.
Insufficient unbundling of network and commercial activities in vertically integrated companies,
entails many risks, such as7 :
• Discrimination through unequal access to information8.Vertically integrated firms have
access to information which allows them to make strategic decision in ways in which
their rivals cannot. Thus the danger of discrimination due to:
- a lack of transparency of information that should be publicly available in the market
- privileged access of the commercial branch of the vertically integrated company (by
reason of shared physical locations, shared IT systems, inefficiency of Chinese walls,
etc.), including the risk of access of the top management to strategic business
information of the network operator (directly or through representation in boards);
- selective disclosure of information because of the commercial incentive for the
network operator to provide certain information only to affiliated companies while
withholding it from third parties;
• Higher grid charges due to cross subsidisation of the competitive business in vertically
integrated companies;
• Increasing costs for rivals. Vertically integrated companies may for instance increase
the cost of bringing new generation capacity on line or make this de facto impossible by
charging huge amounts for network extensions and reinforcements9;

6

In several studies, vertical integration has been identified as a barrier to entry in itself and that the problem becomes
even more onerous when a vertically integrated firm is also the incumbent and retains dominant positions in several
energy markets.
7
See among others:ERGEG’s Assessment of the Development of the European Energy Market, 2006 (Ref: E06MOR-02-03), 6 December 2006.
http://www.ergeg.org/portal/page/portal/ERGEG_HOME/ERGEG_DOCS/NATIONAL_REPORTS/2006/E06-MOR-0203_AssessmentReport_2006-12-06.pdf
The European Commission’s report of the Sector Inquiry under Art. 17 Regulation 1/2003 on the gas and electricity
markets, of 10 January, 2007.
8

Especially in view of the problem of a lack of transparency due to which information is often not publicly available for
the market.
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• Discrimination by preferential treatment of related companies in many respects, which
cannot always be detected. For instance:
-

-

•

preferential treatment in nomination procedures, capacity allocations, access to
available capacities on transit routes10;
longer waiting times for rivals to get grid connections, grid maintenance
schedules or decisions on exact future grid configurations which are
advantageous for related companies (could also impact competitors’ costs);
mainly with regard to DSOs:
inappropriate or not properly functioning switching procedures or
discriminatory conduct in switching procedures;
lack of availability of accurate and timely information on actual and
potential clients (e.g. metering information) or complicated administrative
procedures in this respect (which can increase switching costs);
transfer of the image of the grid company to the supply business
(branding);

Discrimination relating to the outsourcing of activities by the network operator to
related companies (“shared services”) which involves the risk:
-

that “shared services” are not provided at market based costs;
that decision making power on network related issues is delegated to a related
commercial company (through Service Level Agreements);
that a related commercial company, when performing services for the network
operator, has access to confidential information on grid-users, rival companies as
well as strategic information on grid operation which is not available to the public
(in this respect it must be ensured that only information that is strictly necessary
is shared with these (sub)contractors under strict confidentiality clauses).

The concept of effective unbundling
The main role of the network company in relation to the competitive business is to serve as a
market facilitator. It is therefore important to further define what effective unbundling means or
what should be achieved by unbundling in order to be effective.
In ERGEG’s view effective unbundling implies:
•

9

to effectively ensure non discriminatory access to networks, by excluding any possibility
of discrimination of network users and to take away any (commercial) incentive for the
network operators to give preferential treatment to related companies. This includes:

Where rivals have no means to verify the validity of high costs for network reinforcement requested by the TSO or to
verify validity of significant costs for connecting new power plants to the network.

10

Where rivals often have no means to verify the validity of claims of congestion by the TSO (existence, location and
degree of congestion is often not transparent).
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•

to effectively ensure that network operators act in full independence of any commercial
interests in the market to avoid any conflict of interest;
-

•

non-discriminatory access to the network for all potential users;
non-discriminatory access for all network users to information on network-related
issues;
correct incentives for managers and employees to act accordingly;

incentives for managers and employees to act independently;
full sovereignty of the network operators in decision making;
services from related companies to the network operators must at all times be
provided at market based cost;

to effectively monitor and enforce unbundling: precise written processes and procedures
which effectively secure unbundling.

Different models are possible to implement unbundling in practice
•

Ownership unbundling: where the network company is in separate ownership and has
no commercial interests in the potentially competitive parts of the market. This ensures
that network companies operate their networks transparently in a truly independent way
and do not have a commercial incentive to abuse their privileged position in the market
place.

•

Structural separation of system operation: in the US, Britain, Italy and other countries
structural separation of the system operation functions of TSOs has been applied. The
Regional Transmission Operator (RTO) model in the US and the BETTA model in Britain
require the separation of transmission asset ownership and management from system
operation and those other areas of TSO activity which relate directly to network users.

•

Information ring fencing and oversight as well as management unbundling is one
mechanism which can help to reduce the possibilities of discrimination against network
users.

As for the risks and negative effects of insufficient unbundling set out above, it is to be noted
that legal and functional unbundling measures (without ownership unbundling) render
discriminatory practices in the exploitation of the network monopoly more difficult, but do not
eliminate the incentives for vertically integrated companies to engage in such conduct. Even if
the unbundling provisions of the Directives are fully implemented, there can still be incentives
for preferential treatment within vertically integrated network operators.
In principle ownership unbundling, i.e. separation of network companies, both transmission and
distribution, and their services form commercial activities, linked to energy supply, would solve
unbundling problems which exist in many countries today. However, at present most companies
are still vertically integrated.
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Many problems in functional and informational unbundling would not be relevant in situations of
ownership unbundling. The second best solution which is provided by the directives stipulates
legally unbundled network operators. This would ideally entail network companies which own
their assets, which do not share services with mother or sister companies and which tender all
external services and products. However, in practice this does not seem to have been
implemented in the majority of network companies in EU Member States. The proposed
Guidelines therefore try to tackle problems of functional and informational unbundling, where
these criteria are not met. The goal is to mimic as closely as possible the effects of ownership
unbundling on TSO and DSO behaviour. Where ownership unbundling has been implemented
the following Guidelines therefore do not apply.
Systematic Concept of Functional and Informational Unbundling
The following graph sets out the concept of the Guidelines on functional and informational
unbundling. The main principle is that processes have to be defined by setting out the rules on
how to make decisions, who shall play which role in decision making, what shall be the
management criteria etc. and finally how decisions shall be implemented by employees as well
as how their implementation shall be monitored and enforced in the network company.

Goal

Unbundling
Requirements

Management
Processes

Implementation
Processes

recruitement

NON-DISCRIMINATION

FUNCTION

switching
data handling

CAREERS

investment

COMPLIANCE
grid operation
customer
relations

DECISIONS

procurement
pricing

INFORMATION

.......
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2

Unbundling of functions

The Electricity and Gas Directives provide that: “those persons responsible for the management
of the transmission [respectively distribution] system operator may not participate in company
structures of the integrated electricity or gas undertaking responsible, directly or indirectly, for
the day-to-day operation of the generation (for electricity) or production (for natural gas),
distribution [respectively transmission] and supply of electricity or natural gas”.
Generation, production and supply of energy are hereafter the “competitive business” of a
vertically integrated company. Unbundling of functions implies that the management of the
system operator shall not be involved in any competitive business of the vertically integrated
company. The competitive sectors must neither participate in the daily business of the system
operator nor receive information concerning other issues on the management of their own
clients or grid information that is publicly available.
G01: The management of the system operator shall work in a geographically separated
structure from the competitive business structures.
G02: The system operator must have enough financial and personnel resources to ensure real
decision making power and his independence. He must also be free to choose his. The system
operator that employ personnel of the vertically integrated company must before define the
profile of the employees he needs and must not accept the personnel sent by the vertically
integrated company that don’t match with this profile.
G03: Personal identity of the management of the system operator with the management of a
competitive business unit, wherever they might be located (Holding or affiliated company), shall
be prohibited.
G04: The management and the employees of the system operator shall not participate in any
internal group activities of the vertically integrated company, in which information can be
disclosed and give an advantage to the competitive business.
G05: The management of the system operator must neither own shares of the competitive
businesses nor shares of the vertically integrated company as this would undermine his
independence.
G06: Activities and rights of the mother company on the system operator have to be limited to
secure her financial interest (supervisory function). Interference by the mother company outside
this supervisory function in the network business and knowledge of the day-to-day network
business is not allowed.
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3

Unbundling of professional interest

The Electricity and Gas directives provide that “appropriate measures must be taken to ensure
that the professional interests of the persons responsible for the management of the
transmission and distribution system operator (…) are taken into account in a manner that
ensures that they are capable of acting independently”.
This paragraph concerns the additional measures to legal unbundling to ensure the
independence of the management of the system operator (Transmission/Distribution) and
concerns both legally unbundled and not legally unbundled system operators.
The goal of the following measures is to allow the management of the system operator to act
independently and guaranty its decision making power for grid related issues. A way to fulfil this
aim is to guarantee the professional interest of the management of the system operator and
other employees and introduce therefore specific stipulations in their contract of employment.
G07: When a person employed in an affiliated company is assigned to a regulated subsidiary of
the group, it is necessary, either for the employee to sign a new employment contract with this
subsidiary, or for the company he belongs to, to sign a contract with the subsidiary to define the
conditions of the assignment. In this second situation, an amendment will be signed to the
employment contract of the person. In both cases, the contract or the amendment will clearly
define the assignment conditions to guaranty the professional interest of the employee. If the
assignment is not to a subsidiary but to a regulated department of the vertically integrated
company (not legally unbundled), an amendment to the employment contract must be written
down defining the assignment conditions to guaranty the professional interest.
G08: The assignment conditions of the management and employees of the system operator
shall in particular, specify the following items:
a. During the period of assignment, the employee shall be subject only to the authority of
the management of the regulated entity.
b. Wages and incentives are exclusively based on the results of the system operator.
c. Promotions and sanctions during the assignment can be only decided by the
management of the system operator.
d. The management of the system operator shall not be dismissed without prior
justification. The justification is based on network issues and shall be notified to the
regulator.
e. The conditions of the return of an employee of the system operator to an affiliated
company shall mention the problems related to the disclosure of commercially sensitive
information acquired during his/her previous assignment.
f.

For the implementation of point 3e, the employment contract shall foresee that if the
employee had access to commercially sensitive information a period of work without
access to such information shall be imposed. If necessary, some functions in the
vertically integrated company can be temporarily forbidden depending on the task he will
have to deal with.
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g. If the duration of the assignment of the executive director of the regulated
department/entity is modified, the modification must sent by the regulated
department/entity to the regulator for an a priori opinion.

Additional measures to reinforce functional unbundling concerning customer relations:
Customer relations between the system operator and suppliers are a fundamental element of
functional unbundling as they mirror internal independence of the network business from the
vertically integrated company. Customers must be convinced of the separation of the system
entity and energy suppliers. It must be clear for customers that the system operator is a neutral
entity separated from any supply activities with the task to provide access to all energy suppliers
in an equal manner. The customer must not believe that the integrated supplier is more reliable
because of his closeness to the integrated grid and fear therefore to change his supplier. The
affiliated supplier shall not benefit from the public credibility or reliability of the system operator.
This must be assured through separate marketing activities. Credibility from the perspective of
the customer is a key to functional unbundling.
G09: Network companies shall have their own identity; nothing shall imply a link from the
system operator to the supply business. This involves clearly separate branding strategies,
communication policies, and separate contact routes to the network and supply business such
as separate telephone numbers, separate call centres and home pages (including transparent
linking policies).
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4

Unbundling of decisions

The Electricity and Gas Directives provide that the distribution/transmission system operator
shall have effective decision-making rights, independent from the integrated electricity
undertaking, with respect to assets necessary to operate, maintain or develop the network. This
should not prevent the existence of appropriate coordination mechanisms to ensure that the
economic and management supervision rights of the parent company in respect to return on
assets, regulated indirectly in accordance with Article 23(2), in a subsidiary are protected. In
particular this shall enable the parent company to approve the annual financial plan, or any
equivalent instrument, of the distribution/transmission system operator and to set global limits
on the levels of indebtedness of its subsidiary. It shall not permit the parent company to give
instructions regarding day-to-day operations, nor with respect to individual decisions concerning
the construction or upgrading of distribution lines, that do not exceed the terms of the approved
financial plan, or any equivalent instrument.
Ensuring the ability to implement effective decision making processes in transmission and/or
distribution companies, even if they are part of vertically integrated units, is one of the essential
measures in support of unbundling processes.
Independent decisions
Ensuring effective decision making rights for transmission and distribution operators means that
decisions must be made independently from vertically integrated units. The fields of decision
relate to assets (physical assets as well as human capital) necessary for operating, maintaining
or developing the network..
Effective decision making rights
Effective decision making rights entail the following requirements:
G10: All commercial and operational decisions related to the operation, maintenance and
development of the network must be made within the network business, without involvement of
the related supply business or holding company of the integrated company. Affiliated
companies shall have no right to change decisions already taken.
G11: The network company shall have enough human and physical resources at its
disposal to carry out its work and decide independently from other parts of the integrated
company.
This includes having enough resources to prepare decisions, to evaluate
alternatives and to be assisted by external consultancy.
Network companies directly employing only management will have to rely on information
provided by employees of affiliated companies with the potential consequence that they do not
dispose of any credible disciplinary measures in order to enforce management decisions. It is
hardly conceivable to act independently from the mother company when the majority of the
workforce depends on essential decisions of the mother company.
G12: Personnel leasing from an affiliated company should be strictly limited to pure
maintenance work. The network company has to fully “manage” the work force which operates
the grid. This shall include training, rewards, layoffs etc.
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G13: If independent decisions of the network company imply certain actions by the parent
company (for instance in case of assets owned by the parent company) the statutes of the
parent company have to foresee an obligation to follow decisions taken by the network
company. Compensation for any damages incurred by the network company has to be
agreed by contract between the network company and the asset owning mother company.
G14: It shall also have sufficient financial means available to fulfil its tasks to maintain and
develop the network. Decision making rights which are sometimes limited by company law
must be attributed to the management of the network company. At the same time the
competencies of the supervisory boards have to be limited to financial supervision. Any dayto-day decision within the scope of the approved financial plans (or equivalent) must not be
subject to further consultation or approval of the parent company.
G15: The financial plan shall be proposed by the network company. Any refusal of that plan
must only be based on a pre-defined risk adjusted return on capital in line with internal
requirements and capital market conditions. For investment under Third Party Access
(TPA) the return on capital is usually set by the regulatory authority.
G16: The supervisory board may approve the global amount of investments but must not be
consulted on any individual investment, whatever its cost.
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5

Unbundling of Information

The Electricity and Gas Directives provide that without prejudice to Article 18 or any other legal
duty to disclose information, the distribution/transmission system operator must preserve the
confidentiality of commercially sensitive information obtained in the course of carrying out its
business, and shall prevent information about its own activities which may be commercially
advantageous being disclosed in a discriminatory manner.
Unbundling of information is concerned with the publication of data, respecting data protection
rules and non-discriminatory access to data. With regard to transparency of information
ERGEG11 considers that information shall generally be made available to market participants
unless there is a clear reason against it (e.g. in cases of legitimate commercial reservations or
system security issues), or it is a proven fact that the cost of providing the information is
significantly higher than the expected benefit. Concerning unbundling the confidentiality and
disclosure of information have to be specified in a well defined data management system in
order to avoid any discrimination.
5.1

General Guidelines

The following table lists the different kinds of information, their respective handling principles as
well as general procedural solutions.
Third party information
Definition
Treatment

Non-discriminatory
implementation

Commercially sensitive
Information
Confidentiality
(Disclosure upon
agreement)
Data access rules

Generic network
information
Commercially
advantageous Information
Disclosure

Rules for data disclosure

Third party information
Third party information (information which does not belong to the network company), obtained
by the grid operators in the course of carrying out their business, is very often confidential and
classified as commercially sensitive information. As a matter of principle confidentiality has to be
respected except in the case where the data owner (third party) agrees to disclosure (general or
specific addressees). Data access rules have to be established so that contract partners can
get access to the data on equal terms such as time, procedures, cost, and quality. Informational
unbundling has to respect data protection law, where the person in possession of confidential
information is obliged to a specific behaviour.

11

See ERGEG Guidelines for Good Practice on Information Management and Transparency (ref. E05-EMK-06-10), 2
August 2006.http://www.ergeg.org/portal/page/portal/ERGEG_HOME/ERGEG_PC/GGP_Transparency
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The following list of possibly confidential information is neither exhaustive (it depends on the
role of the network company which information it receives) nor mandatory (information can be
classified “non-confidential” in the case of the consent of the data owners):
-

Financial and technical conditions of grid access (individual grid access contracts).
Financial and other conditions of energy supply (individual energy supply contracts, such
as interruptibility,…).
Metering data, load profile and load forecast of the clients (enabling suppliers to set up
tailor made products).
Inactive and planned new connections to the grid (reducing acquisition cost).
Name, address and bank account details of the client (reducing acquisition cost).
Billing records (giving information on good/bad customer behaviour).
Participation in capacity allocation procedures (revealing potential alternative suppliers).

G17: The grid operator shall define commercially sensitive information where third parties are
data owners.
G18: If required for the transparency and functioning of the system, the network operator has to
seek agreement of data owners for general data disclosure .
G19: For such data he will define data collection, data processing as well as data access rules
in a “data management system”. This system will make sure that confidentiality is respected and
that equal, well specified and non-discriminatory access of contract partners (or nondiscriminatory disclosure) is guaranteed. This involves equal treatment related to time,
procedures, updating, cost and data quality.

Generic network information
Some information resulting from operating the network may be commercially advantageous.
Therefore, if disclosed, non-discriminatory access has to be guaranteed.
G20: The network company shall define commercially advantageous information on network
business where the network company is the data owner.
G21: For these data the network company shall define whether they are to be disclosed or not
(respecting the transparency needs of the market).
G22: All commercially advantageous information has to be included in the data management
system which shall guarantee either non-disclosure or non-discriminatory disclosure of
information. This involves equal treatment related to time, procedures, cost and data quality.

5.2

Guidelines on information management

Necessary data processes will vary between Member States as they depend (partly) on the
market models in place.
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G23: All commercially advantageous and sensitive pieces of information have to be part of well
defined information processes in written form, which have to be sent to regulators together with
the compliance programme. These written processes have to be updated whenever a change
occurs.
G24: The best practice to comply with these requirements would be to separate databases for
thenetwork and competitive business. This would allow each market participant to have equal
access to information.
The processes have to guarantee confidentiality and equal access to information for all market
participants. Equal treatment includes the content of information, the timelines of provision,
updating, data formats used as well as prices for accessing the information.
Information remains confidential (confidentiality has to be ensured by the network operator) until
it has been disclosed.
The processes handle the management of information from their creation to data processing,
updating, access rules and formats, prices, protocols, monitoring, reporting and training.
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6

Compliance programme

The Electricity and Gas directives provide that the distribution system operator shall establish a
compliance programme, which sets out measures to ensure that discriminatory conduct is
excluded, and ensure that its observance is adequately monitored. The programme shall set out
the specific obligations of employees to meet this objective.
The vertically integrated company or the system operator shall create a framework (compliance
programme) for the employees and management of the company dealing with network tasks.
This must however not be limited to employees of the network system operator entity, and shall
be extended to internal or external service providers.
This programme should be implemented and improved within the company under the
supervision of a designated person or body (hereinafter “compliance officer”).The compliance
programme shall have the status of a management directive or an equivalent rule in the
corporate culture. It has to be a legally binding part of the employees’ obligations. The main
target of the compliance programme is to secure the implementation of the established
unbundled processes in the company.
In practice, the system operator should implement the compliance programme annually through
the following stages:
(a) Design
G25: The vertically integrated company as well as the system operator identify all processes to
be examined within the compliance programme. This will be undertaken by, or at least in
cooperation with, the compliance officer. All processes have to be defined in written form. The
processes are part of the compliance programme. The processes will define the behaviour of
employees in relation to customers, employees of other parts of the integrated company and
third companies. The data management system is one of these processes.
(b)
Implementation
G26: The vertically integrated company as well as the system operator ensure compliance with
the processes by its employees. They will train employees in the processes they are involved in
and make these processes binding. Adequate internal measures in case of non-compliance
have to be defined.
(c)
Assessment
G27: The compliance officer monitors and assesses the processes, compares them to the
requirements set in the law and regulations and draws up reports on the results. To do so he is
provided with all the necessary information and adequate resources. Internal mandatory
Guidelines of the network operator oblige employees to support the Compliance Officer in
fulfilling his tasks.
(d)
Development
G28: The compliance officer sets objectives and creates a schedule for the measures to be
taken to correct any deviations detected in attaining the planned results and continuing to
improve the processes.
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(e)
Reporting
G29: As a result of the assessment and development stage, the compliance officer shall draw
up an annual public report, publish it and submit it to the regulatory authority (details see G33).
Compliance officer
The vertically integrated company or the system operator shall appoint a person or a body as a
compliance officer to monitor the implementation of the “compliance programme” in the
vertically integrated company. The compliance officer can also have the competence to
implement the compliance programme in the company (Drafting and publication of the
compliance programme; defining measures to implement compliance; enforcing the compliance
programme …etc). The responsibility for an effective compliance programme remains however
with the management.
The compliance officer should have direct access to the management. He must also have
relevant experience to decide which areas have to be monitored in particular.
G30: The contact details of the compliance officer, such as name, address, e-mail, phone
number, have to be published in the compliance programme and communicated to all
employees of the vertically integrated company in the ways generally applied (such as Intranet
etc.). As a matter of principle any employee in the company shall have easy access to the
compliance officer in case of discrimination or non-compliance or related disputes.
In order to undertake his mission in a proper way the following Guideline shall be observed:
G31: The compliance officer shall be guaranteed the necessary independence by the
management in his employment contract and through the compliance programme. He shall be
trained properly in all aspects necessary for the job.. He shall be equipped with the resources
necessary to accomplish his mission.
Competencies of the compliance officer
G32: In order to monitor the compliance programme in an appropriate manner, the compliance
officer shall receive the following competencies (renumeration to be integrated in his
employment contract):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elaboration and improvement of the compliance programme (if possible enforcement).
Control of compliance of the employees and management with the obligation of nondiscrimination and equal treatment of customers through random sampling in the
company.
Unrestricted access to all data, documents and offices in the company.
Right to request support in order to assess all processes.
Organisation of training on compliance issues in the company.
Instruction of new employees.
Right to propose to the management disciplinary sanction in case of violation of the
compliance programme in accordance with internal guidelines.
Direct access to the management.
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Report
As a conclusion of the monitoring and development stage, the compliance officer shall draw up
an annual public report on the result of the monitoring of the compliance programme. The report
must provide real insight into daily processes in the company and inform about the effort made
by the vertically integrated company to comply with the programme in its daily business.
G33: The report must inform the regulator on the following issues:
-

-

Promulgation of the compliance programme within the company (How were employees
informed about the compliance programme? Did they receive a personal copy? Did they
have to confirm the receipt of the programme with their signature making it a binding
rule?)
Training of the employees (How was training organised, by whom and on which issues?)
Report on all incidents (Have sanctions been imposed? Has the compliance officer been
involved in the procedure?)
Cooperation with the management (Has the compliance officer been supported by the
management? If yes how?)
Consultation of the compliance officer (Has the compliance officer been consulted? If
yes, on which issues?)
Presentation of the result of potential process analysis

The report must be signed by the director of the company, published and submitted to the
regulator. The regulator can write an annual report on the monitoring of the compliance
programme and the compliance report.
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Invitation to Interested Parties to Comment

ERGEG invites stakeholders to comment on issues raised in this paper and in particular on the
recommendations and issues for consultation pointed out in the document.
Responses should be received by 26th June 2007 and sent by email to:
ergeg-unbundling@ergeg.org.
Any questions on this document should, in the first instance, be directed to:
Mrs. Fay Geitona
Secretary General
CEER
Rue le Titien 28
1000 Brussels
Belgium
Tel.: +32 2 788 73 32
Fax: +32 2 788 73 50
E-mail : fay.geitona@ceer-eu.org
Unless marked as confidential all responses will be published by placing them on the ERGEG
website. If there is anything confidential please include it in a separate annex to your main
response.
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Recommendation and Issues for Consultation

The ERGEG invites stakeholders to comment on issues raised in the text. The main issues
tackled in 33 Guidelines are:
•
•
•

To guarantee non-discriminatory behaviour.
To establish adequate “Chinese walls” within integrated companies.
To clarify incentives of the management and employees to behave as an independent
network company.

Specifically ERGEG would like responses to the following questions:
1. General: Do you think that these Guidelines are sufficient to guarantee a level playing field in
view of vertically integrated companies?
2. Are unbundling requirements already today included in Corporate Governance Guidelines or
your Quality Management Systems? Do you think that these measures may harmonize
implementation of unbundling in Europe?
3. G06: Does unbundling in your view necessitate a restriction of information flows to the mother
company further than those necessary for a pure financial investor? Do you experience conflicts
of governance regulations in your country with unbundling requirements? Would it be possible
to install trustees who act on behalf of the mother company (investor) in supervisory boards and
who are to protect financial interests of the investor without disclosing commercial information to
the mother company?
4. G08: Do you think that these rules can guarantee the independence of the management and
employees? Or do you think that the possibility for management and employees to be assigned
to the network company and the back to the competitive business after some time as part of the
internal career should be prohibited?
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Next step

This paper sets out ERGEG’s draft Guidelines on Functional and Informational Unbundling. In
ERGEG’s view the proposed Guidelines are an intermediate step. Unbundling requirements are
part of national and European law which influence corporate governance. Compliance should
be ensured for example by integrating these unbundling requirements into European or/and
national Corporate Governance Codes12. Operational unbundling and confidentiality of
information define new obligations on the management level and will have consequences in
case of non-observance.
A corporate governance Codes contains essential obligations for the management and
supervision of listed companies as well as internationally and nationally recognised standards of
good and responsible governance. They also aim at making the system transparent and
understandable which is an essential goal for vertically integrated companies. The purpose of
these codes to so promote the trust of customers, financial markets, employees and the public
in the management and supervision of companies and vertically integrated companies in
particular.
On the other hand, these Guidelines on Functional and Informational Unbundling should be
integrated into regular Quality Management Processes within the companies where appropriate.
The “ISO 9001 Norm” is the best known but not the only quality standard that certifies:
-

the ability to consistently provide products that meet customer and applicable statutory
requirements, and
an effective application of a Quality Management system, including processes for
continual improvement of the system and the assurance of conformity to customer and
applicable regulatory requirements.

On the basis of this paper, ERGEG proposes to integrate the following measures (as quality
management principles) into a Quality Standard in the near future to be applicable to all
vertically integrated gas and electricity companies:
-

non-discrimination between customers;
measures relating to compliance programmes;
process standards that guarantee confidentiality of information;
process standards for transparent disclosure of information in a non-discriminatory way;

12

Corporate governance is concerned with the resolution of collective action problems among dispersed investors
and the reconciliation of conflicts of interest between various corporate claimholders.
On a European level DG Internal Market chairs a European corporate governance high level group (forum) which
proposed to change in particular the 4th Directive 78/660 to harmonise the national corporate governance codes
Measures mentioned in the draft Directives should improve compliance in the company through transparent
disclosure of information, enhance communication with the shareholders, establish an appropriate remuneration of
the managers, and improve the responsibility of the board of directors.
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-

training on unbundling requirements for employees and external service providers.

These next steps are in line with the Commission’s statement in the 2004 note on Unbundling,
that “additional measures” should be adopted to reinforce functional and informational
unbundling. An adequate way to provide it is for national regulators to issue common positions
on functional and informational unbundling to be integrated in a corporate governance codes
and/or in a Quality Management certification. These measures will not exempt companies from
regulatory inspection on unbundling issues, but it will help minimize the necessity of regulators
intervention, provide a clear reference for regulatory inspection and the broadest possible
predictability of the outcome of these monitoring activities.
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